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Convex optimization of virtual storage system scheduling
in market environment

Peng HOU1, Junjie HU2 , Guangya YANG1

Abstract Due to the popularization of distributed energy

resources (DERs), the aggregated prosumer effect excels a

general energy storage system characteristic. Virtual

energy storage system (VESS) concept is proposed hereby

that mimics an actual storage unit and incorporates the

same charging (consumer) and discharging (producer)

modes. It is possible to provide ancillary services via VESS

by exploiting the flexibility and thus much research has

been proposed on the optimization of the VESS scheduling.

In general, the charging and discharging efficiencies of

VESS are different and there can be only one status at a

time slot. To achieve the optimal schedule while consid-

ering the constraints above, binary terms should be intro-

duced into the optimization problem which end up with a

nonconvex problem. In this paper, a complimentary

mathematical proof is given for the convexification of this

mixed integer linear programming (MILP) problem so that

the linear programming (LP) method can be applied instead

if the objective function is linear. The proposed proof is

validated through a case study and the simulation results

show the effectiveness of the proposed method.

Keywords Virtual energy storage system (VESS),

Convexification, Mixed integer linear programming

(MILP), Complimentary mathematical proof

1 Introduction

Due to the increasing penetration of DERs such as

photovoltaic (PV), electric vehicle (EV), and battery stor-

age devices, the problems of congestion and voltage vio-

lation are expected to appear which challenges the safe

operation of the power system [1]. Demand response is one

of the enabling solutions for solving such a problem and

thus draws attention worldwide [2]. To facilitate an

effective demand response, the individual consumption and

production could be aggregated as a VESS and controlled

by the aggregator. In [3], a method for solving optimal

power flow in a hybrid PV, wind and storage power system

was proposed, the charging/discharging schedule of the

battery was obtained by a linear programming (LP) model

since the charging and discharging efficiencies were

assumed to be the same. The same LP model was also

adopted in [4] to get the optimal schedule of energy storage

in a network of grid-connected micro-grids. Considering

the vehicle to grid (V2G) function, the scheduling problem

of VESS is similar to EV, where its charging and dis-

charging schedule considering the varying electricity prices

in the different market is optimized. Considering the

reserve margin commitment when participation in the day

ahead market (DAM), the EV’s schedule was optimized by

a two-stage stochastic MILP model in [5]. Taken the

detailed battery wear cost model into account when
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providing V2G service, the EV’s scheduling was also

formulated as a MILP problem in [6]. Similar to the EV’s

optimization problem, a MILP based rolling optimization

work was presented in [7] for optimizing the VESS for a

smart home with PV and battery.

It can be seen that the scheduling problem of VESS was

usually solved with MILP model [5–7] which is time-

consuming. However, the precondition of using the LP

model requires the bi-directional efficiency must be the

same, which is not the real case. To convexify the problem,

a proof in [8] was given whereas we found it is only a

necessary but not sufficient condition which may incur

misunderstanding. Thus, a complimentary proof for [8] is

given in this paper to give a general condition of using the

LP model.

2 Problem formulation

Considering the varying electricity price in DAM, the

schedule of VESS at a particular hour can be optimized

with the following model [6].

min Pþ
t þ P�

t

� �
kDAt ð1Þ

s:t: dat ; d
b
t 2 f0; 1g ð2Þ

dat þ dbt � 1 ð3Þ

0�Pþ
t � dat Pmax;ch ð4Þ

�dbt Pmax;dis �P�
t � 0 ð5Þ

SOCtþ1¼SOCt þ Pþ
t gþþ

�
P�
t g

�1
�
�
E�1
b ð6Þ

SOC1¼SOCinit ð7Þ

SOCend¼SOCdes ð8Þ
SOCmin � SOCt � SOCmax ð9Þ

where kDA is the predicted DAM price, Dkk (Danish

Krone); t is the time index; da, db are the charging and

discharging mode indicators; g?, g- are the charging and

discharging efficiency; Eb is the capacity of VESS, kWh;

P?, P- are the charging and discharging schedules of

VESS, kW; Pmax,ch, Pmax,dis are the maximum charging and

discharging power limits of VESS, kW; SOCinit, SOCmin,

SOCmax, SOCdes, SOCend are the initial state of charge

(SOC), minimum, maximum SOC, desired final SOC, and

SOC at the end of the day, respectively.

It can be seen that the above problem is formulated as a

MILP model and thus can be solved by the existing solver

such as Gurobi [9].

3 Mathematical proof

To convexify the above problem, a proof is given by [8]

so that the LP method can be applied instead assuming a

linear objective function. However, we find that the method

does not always work and thus would like to provide a

complimentary proof and simulation validation on the

conditions when the assumption will work and when will

not on principle.

PROOF I Assume Pþ
t � 0 and P�

t � 0 are the optimal

charging and discharging solution satisfying Pþ
t P

�
t 6¼ 0, for

any t[[1, N]. N is the total number of time slots. Let Qþ
t ¼

Pþ
t �e and Q�

t ¼ P�
t þ egþg� to be another solution

while e represents a small positive value. Those two solu-

tions yield the same change of SOC as:

Qþ
t gþ þ Q�

t

g�
¼ Pþ

t gþ þ P�
t

g�
ð10Þ

Under one price scheme, considering the objective is to

minimize charging cost or maximize discharging benefit,

thus one obtains:

Qþ
t þ Q�

t

� �
kt ¼ Pþ

t þ P�
t

� �
kt � e 1� gþg�

� �
kt ð11Þ

The optimality does not stand if the following condition

is met:

Qþ
t þ Q�

t

� �
kt\ Pþ

t þ P�
t

� �
kt ð12Þ

where kt is the electricity price at time slot t. Equation (12)

means a lower cost is realized by the new solution. In other

words, the assumed solution is not optimal. By taking (11)

into (12), to keep the optimality, we must have

0\e 1� gþg�
� �

kt ð13Þ

From (13), the conditions for solving the optimization

problem using LP method can be concluded in Table 1.

Similarly, it can also be proved that the sign of Pþ
t and

P�
t does not influence the conclusion in Table 1. Taking

Pþ
t � 0 and P�

t � 0 as an example and following the similar

Table 1 Optimality condition

Condition 1 Condition 2

kt[ 0 kt\ 0

g? g-\ 1 g? g-[ 1

Realistic Unrealistic
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procedure in Proof I, let Qþ
t ¼ Pþ

t �e and Q�
t ¼ P�

t �egþg�
to be another solution, then

Qþ
t gþ � Q�

t

g�
¼ Pþ

t gþ � P�
t

g�
ð14Þ

The optimality does not stand if the following condition

is met:

Qþ
t � Q�

t

� �
kt\ Pþ

t � P�
t

� �
kt ð15Þ

At last, the final condition can also be concluded as (13).

Besides, it is known that there can be two prices for the

same time slot in balancing electricity market as the

up/down regulation price. To enable the LP method in such

an application, another proof is given in the following.

PROOF II Following the same assumption in Proof I, it is

assumed that in this case, the two prices (k1;t; k2;t) are

above zero, then the objective of (11) can be modified as

follow:

Qþ
t k1;t þ Q�

t k2;t ¼ Pþ
t � e

� �
k1;t þ P�

t þ egþg�
� �

k2;t

ð16Þ

Similarly, if Qþ
t k1;t þ Q�

t k2;t \Pþ
t k1;t þ P�

t k2;t, the

assumption does not stand. By taking (16) into

Qþ
t k1;t þ Q�

t k2;t \Pþ
t k1;t þ P�

t k2;t, we can get:

�e k1;t � gþg�k2;t
� �

\0 ) k1;t
k2;t

[ gþg� ð17Þ

It can be seen that another condition (17) should be added

on top of the conditions concluded in Table 1 for solving a

two-price optimization problem using LP.

4 Results and discussion

In this part, the optimization of the EV owner’s schedule

considering V2G is selected as the case study. The

parameters of EV are listed in Table 2 while the electricity

price for each scenario is shown in Fig. 1. In Fig. 1a, blue

curve represents the one price scheme. In Fig. 1b, blue

curve denotes the value of k2,t and red curves means the

value of k1,t.
To demonstrate the conclusion from our proof, the

convexification method in [8] is compared with a MILP

model in each scenario.

4.1 Scenario I: EV optimal schedule with g1 g2 < 1

In this scenario, the optimal schedule is obtained based

on the prices illustrated in Fig. 1a. The final solution is

shown in Fig. 2.

It can be seen in Fig. 2 that the charging and discharging

status still exist simultaneously at some time (hours 5, 8

and 21) though g?g-\ 1 when LP model is adopted, this

phenomenon contracts with the conclusion in [8]. Note that

the blue bar represents charging power, and the red bar

Table 2 EV battery parameters

Battery size

(kWh)

SOCmin

(%)

SOCmax

(%)

Power

(kW)

g?
(%)

g-
(%)

25 20 85 5.28 90 95
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Fig. 1 Electricity price for different scenario
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Fig. 2 Power schedule comparison for two methods (Scenario I)
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denotes discharging power. These signs also apply to Fig. 3

and Fig. 4.

4.2 Scenario II: EV optimal schedule with g1g2 < 1

and different ratio of k1,t/k2,t

Based on proof I and II, it can be known that (17) should

be met so that LP model can be adopted instead, and thus

we design a time series price with a ratio of k1,t/k2,t equals
to 0.84 and 0.86, respectively (g?g- equals to 0.855). The

final solution using MILP or LP model with ratio equals to

0.84 and 0.86 are illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4,

respectively.

Compared Fig. 3 to Fig. 4, it can be seen that LP

method is effective when k1,t/k2,t = 0.86 while fails when

k1,t/k2,t = 0.84 which correspond to the Proof II.

5 Conclusion

From our proof, we can see that the conditions of

applying the LP method for solving the EV optimal

schedule problem can be listed as follows:

1) The product of charging and discharging efficiency

should be lower than 1 (g?g-\ 1).

2) The time series electricity price should be above zero.

3) If there are two price indicators to be considered in the

optimization problem, for instance, the stochastic

optimization problem, extra condition as (17) should

also be satisfied so that the LP method can be applied.

4) The signs of optimization variables do not influence

the effectiveness of the convexification method.
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